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Abstract. Every day, a large number of electronic text messages

(complaints, appeals, suggestions, etc.) presented in unstructured form
arrives on the Internet portals of public authorities. The quality and
speed of automated processing of such requests directly depend on the
correctness of their rubrication (assignment to a specific subject area).
The distinctive features of these messages (small size, presence of
errors, lack of a certain structure, etc.) do not allow using the wellknown methods of categorizing text documents. The authors have
developed a model for rubricating electronic unstructured text
documents taking into account syntactic links and word roles in the
sentences on basis of fuzzy decision trees. The construction of a
decision tree is based on analyzing the degree of rubric dictionary
intersection and the distances between rubrics in the n-dimensional
feature space. This model makes it possible to more precisely rubricate
unstructured electronic text documents under conditions of
interconnected rubrics and to increase the efficiency of document
processing.

1 Introduction
Currently, public authorities are actively developing the information and
communication technologies of interaction with citizens and organizations for the
rapid exchange of electronic messages.
The main indicators used to assess the effectiveness of such electronic interaction
are the responsiveness of public authorities to incoming requests and the satisfaction
of citizens and organizations with the results of public services. Practice shows that
these indicators are directly dependent on the speed of request processing and the
accuracy of content recognition.
Automated processing of the requests received by the Internet portals of public
authorities is based on the results of the classification (rubrication) of electronic text
documents.
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In general, rubrication is the assignment of a document to one or several rubrics
(thematic sections) according to its semantic content for subsequent analysis by
experts in the given subject area for preparing a qualified answer [6, 9].
The articles [1, 23, 27] showed that the choice of a mathematical approach to the
analysis and rubrication of electronic documents received by the Internet portals of
public authorities directly depends on their characteristics.
So, the main distinctive features of electronic message send by citizens and
organizations to public authorities are the following:

small size of the message;

presentation of the problem in free (unstructured) form;

presence of grammatical and spelling errors in the text;

simultaneous description of several issues related to different areas.
These features do not allow us to successfully use the classical methods for
analyzing relational, object, hierarchical and labeled text data [3, 15].
In this regard, the analysis of unstructured documents can be carried out using data
mining methods that allow us to correctly classify objects under conditions of lack of
statistical data [10, 12, 20].
The foregoing makes it necessary to develop the method and algorithms for
automated analysis of unstructured electronic text documents (UETD) taking into
account the specifics of their content and use in the system of electronic public
services.

2 Related works
Today, a large number of Russian and foreign publications are devoted to the
problems of text document rubrication. Their authors propose a large variety of
methods for binary and multi classification of texts.
The most popular machine learning methods used to classify texts are artificial
neural networks and decision trees. The problems of using decision trees to solve this
problem are considered by the authors [5, 7, 22, 30]. The features of applying various
types of artificial neural networks for the text document classification are considered
in the works [4, 8, 13, 24, 25].
However, it should be noted that these machine learning methods have particular
limitations on its practical application due to the problems of training (size and quality
of the training sample).
The article [14, 16, 21] showed that for automated analysis of UETDs it is
advisable to use several rubrication models depending on the document characteristics
(document size, degree of thesauri rubric intersection, amount of accumulated
statistical information).
For example, we have proposed to use decision trees for analysis and rubrication
of short and average-size UETDs under conditions of rubric intersection and lack of
statistical data.
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3 Statement of the UETD rubrication task
Today, decision trees are one of the popular methods for automatic data analysis
built on example-based learning. The known models of decision trees assume a multilevel structure including [18]:

nodes (vertices) - some attributes expressed in descriptive language;

leaves (the lowest vertices) - selected classes characterized the individual
subject area;

links between nodes and leaves.
This method represents the rules in a hierarchical structure, where each object
corresponds to single node that provides a solution. The classification process starts at
the root node and moves to the leaves, checking the values of the vertex attributes.
However, there are situations when it is impossible to accurately classify an object
by the specific attribute. These situations are resolved due to the capabilities of fuzzy
logic: in this case, the degree of object belonging to a certain class is determined. In
theory of fuzzy decision trees an object may have the properties of several attributes.
For each attribute it is necessary to determine several linguistic values and degree
of example belonging to them. Instead of example set for a particular node, fuzzy
decision tree groups their degree of ownership [2, 11].
The feasibility of constructing and using fuzzy decision tree for UETD rubrication
is due to the simultaneous execution of the following conditions:

the rubrics are linked by the subject, i.e. they are characterized by high
degree of thesaurus intersection;

the number of layers of fuzzy decision tree is greater than the number of
rubrics;

it is not enough data to train probabilistic models or neuro-fuzzy
classifiers.
To apply the fuzzy decision tree for analyzing UETDs of considered types it is
necessary to increase the number of levels for improving rubrication accuracy. It is
also advisable to use fuzzy transition rules and develop a way to formalize text
documents for adaptive accounting of the rubric field changes.

4 Algorithm of constructing the fuzzy decision tree
We have proposed an algorithm of constructing the fuzzy decision tree for UETD
analysis which includes the following steps.
Step 1. For all thesauri of rubrics R, root vertices are formed. The number of child
nodes d is equal to 2 by default.
Step 2. If the selected node is the final rubric (leaf), then go to step 6. Otherwise,
thesaurus rubric intersections d, which absorb all other dictionaries with a coverage
ratio of 0.9, are determined (sets of thesaurus rubrics d, maximally different from
each other, are found, i.e. their dictionaries should not coincide by 90%).
Step 3. If dictionaries coincide by 90% or more, it is necessary to estimate the
proximity of the rubric data dictionaries (i.e. compare the corresponding weights) in
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n-dimensional space in order to determine the need to build additional levels in the
tree.
So, if the distance  between dictionaries is less, than the threshold value tv then
the creation of additional levels in the tree is not required and the selected rubrics
become leaves. Otherwise, the first tree node is created for rubrics, the distance
between which is greater than tv, and the second tree node is created for those whose
distance is less than tv.
For each rubric Rj, J coordinates are calculated for each word wm j of the following
form:
KD

(Rj )
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of the word mj of the rubric Rj in context of J, rm [0,1] – the degree of compliance
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where U J( j ) – coordinates of the center of the cluster field of the rubric Rj.
Further, distance  is calculated using the following formula:
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Step 4. If it is impossible to find d intersections in step 3, then the number of
intersections for the search is increased by 1 and step 3 is repeated, otherwise, go to
step 5.
Step 5. Go to the first child node and then go to step 2.
Step 6. If there is the next child node, then select it and go to step 2, otherwise, the
tree is built.
The created fuzzy decision tree is binary, although a large arity of the tree is
allowed.
Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the algorithm for constructing a model for
analyzing and rubricating UETDs based on the fuzzy decision tree.
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Figure 1. A flow chart of the algorithm for constructing the fuzzy decision tree

5 Algorithm of applying fuzzy decision trees
We have proposed an algorithm for rubricating the short and average-size UETDs
under conditions of rubric intersection and lack of statistical data using the fuzzy
decision trees. It includes the following steps.
Step 1. The input document is presented as:
'
(k )
SD '  {SD1' , ..., SDk' , ..., SDK' }, SDk  {vlk }, lk  1, ..., Lk ,
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where Lk – the number of words in UETD k.
Step 2. To determine whether UETD k belongs to rubrics, it is required to pass the
fuzzy decision tree from the root node to the leaf, matching the set SDk' with the nodes
of the tree:

SDk'  {R( h) , ..., R( h) , ..., R( h)G },
1
g

( h)
– the sum of rubrics related to node g of the fuzzy decision tree at level h,
where R
g
G – the number of nodes at level h.
To do this, many assessments are introduced in the following form:

j  J : Est ( SDk' , R ( h )g )  {Est ( SDn( k ) ' , R ( h )g )}, n  1, ..., N ,


( R( h ) )

( R( h ) )

Est (SDn( k )' , R( h)g )  {(v(pk ) , u (pk ) )} , (v (pk ) , u (pk ) ) : u (pk )  rm (h g) | wm ( hg)  v (pk ) ,

R
R
g
g
where u(pk ) - the degree of compliance of the word p of UETD k with the sum of
rubrics R ( h )g corresponding to the node g on the layer h of the fuzzy decision tree;

( R( h ) )

rm (hg) - the average value of the degree of compliance v(pk ) of the word p of UETD k
R
g

with rubrics R ( h )g .

Figure 2 shows an example of the fuzzy decision tree for rubricating UETD k.

Figure 2. The fuzzy decision tree for rubricating UETD k
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Comparison of UETD k with rubrics R ( h )g is performed using the following fuzzy

sets:





j  J , FS ( SDk' , R ( h )g )   FS ( SD' , R( h ) ) ( SDn( k ) ' ) / sn , n  1, ..., N ,

g
k
(k ) '
where  FS ( SDk' , R( hg) ) ( SDn ) – the degree of belonging of UETD k to rubrics R ( h )g by

syntactic parameter sn:
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We introduce an indicator  ( SD , R g ) characterizing the degree of compliance
k

(h)
g

UETD k with the rubrics R .

Various methods can be applied to determine the degree of compliance [17, 19,
28]. The most appropriate method for solving this problem is to use the complement
of the relative Euclidean distance between fuzzy sets:
1
j  J ,  ( SDk' , R( h )g )  1 

N

 1  
N

n 1

FS ( SDk' , R( hg) )



2

( SDn( k ) ' ) ,

where n – the number of elements in fuzzy sets.

It is considered that UETD k applies mainly to the rubric R l , the degree of



belonging to which is the maximum:
R  l : max  ( SD k' , R ( hg) ).
 j 1, ..., J
'
( h)
Thus, on each layer h for the node g, the values  (SDk , R g ) are calculated for as
many characteristics as this node has child nodes. The node with maximum value of
the belonging characteristic is selected among them. Then the conditions are checked
for it (threshold value or activation function).
Step 3. Step 2 is repeated until reaching the bottommost layer of the fuzzy
decision tree, which defines the rubric of the input text document.
Figure 3 shows a flow chart of the algorithm for UETD rubrication based on the
constructed fuzzy decision tree. The result of this algorithm is the maximum degree of
document belonging to the closest rubric.
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Figure 3. A flow chart of the algorithm for applying the fuzzy decision tree for

rubricating UETDs
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6 Procedure of UETD rubricating using a model based on the
fuzzy decision trees
The proposed procedure of rubricating short and average-size UETDs under
conditions of rubric intersection and lack of statistical data includes the following
steps:
1. The preliminary analysis of the UETD includes [26]:

the lexical analysis (highlighting words, numbers, punctuation, etc.);

the morphological analysis (determining grammatical characteristics of
lexemes and basic word forms).
2. The syntactic analysis using the parser is intended to forming the sets of
significant words characterized by the same syntactic role in sentences.
3. The formalization of the UETD using weighting factors includes [29]:

determining the degree of influence of significant words in relation to
each rubric;

accumulation and normalization of weighting factors.
4. The UETD rubrication using a model based on the fuzzy decision trees.
Figure 4 shows the process of rubricating UETDs in the form of IDEF0-diagram.
The diagram clearly shows the stages of analysis and their participants: information
system modules and help subsystems, regulatory documentation, specifications.

Figure 4 A diagram of the process of rubricating UETDs using the model based on the

fuzzy decision trees
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7 Conclusion
This paper proposed the model based on the fuzzy decision trees for analyze short
and average-size unstructured electronic text documents under conditions of medium
or significant degree of rubric thesaurus intersection and insufficient amount of
accumulated statistical information.
The key advantages of the UETD rubrication model based on the fuzzy decision
trees are follows:
high accuracy of the UETD rubrication under conditions of rubric

intersection and lack of statistical data due to a lower probability of random errors
on the upper tiers of the fuzzy decision tree;

low laboriousness of the UETD rubrication as a result of the directional
(and not repetitive) analysis of a separate branch of the fuzzy decision tree;

high scalability of the UETD rubrication model.
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